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Preliminary Agenda 
 
 

08:30-09:00 On-site registration 

09:00-09:30 Welcome addresses 

09:30-10:40 Drilling in super-hot conditions: 

presentations of drilling projects  

10:40-11:10 COFFEE BREAK 

11:10-12:10 DESCRAMBLE pre-drilling resource 

assessment 

12:10-13:00 Drilling history and lessons learned 

13:00-14:00 LUNCH BREAK  

14:00-14:45 Well and reservoir modelling 

14:45-15:30 In-situ and ex-situ characterization of deep 

superhot condition 

15:30-16:15 COFFEE BREAK and POSTER SESSION 

16:15-16:45 In-situ and ex-situ characterization of deep 

superhot condition (continues) 

16:45-17:00 Discussion and conclusions 

17:00-18:00 Networking, Poster session, Dissemination 

and aperitif 
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Venue 
The DESCRAMBLE Final Conference will be held in the 

Auditorium of CNR Research Area of Pisa 

Via G. Moruzzi 1, 56124 Pisa, Italy 

 

Go to Google Maps 

Once inside CNR campus 

After the gate (there is a pedestrian entrance, no need to leave documents) proceed straight toward the central 

square, go to the building on your right and enter the black grassdoors. You are in front of the entrance of the 

Auditorium. 

 

Accomodation 
Accommodations in Pisa can be pricey, and, depending on when you visit, rather hard to find.  

Please reserve a place BEFORE arriving. Usually CNR does not recommend or guarantee any of the 

accommodations, but merely provides a list as a reference. Here you can find information on hotels and other 

sites: price is given, if available, to give an idea. 

Another option, which is very cheap but of limited availability, is the Residence Le Benedettine: you may 

contact them for direct check of availability. 

 

Transport 
 
By plane 

Pisa has an international airport with daily flights to London, Paris, Bruxelles and other important European 

cities, as well as to Rome, Milan, and other Italian cities. The timetable of incoming and outgoing flights 

together with a list of carriers is available at the Pisa International Airport website (Galileo Galilei Airport, 

PSA). 

The airport is on the outskirts of the town, approximately 6 km from the Institute. To reach the Institute, it is 

probably most convenient to take a taxi. Otherwise, get the “People Mover”, a high-speed train that connects 

directly the airport and the Pisa Centrale rail station (here you find information). The "People Mover" is 

located at less than 40 meters from the Passenger Terminal at the Airport. The service is available every day 

from 6:00 AM to midnight at 5/8 minute intervals. 

From Pisa Centrale rail station, please follow the instructions “By train” or “By bus”. 

By train 

The railway station is located on the main line from Turin to Rome. There is also a very frequent train service 

to and from Florence. Ferrovie dello Stato provides a train schedule and booking service. 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/via+Moruzzi+1+Pisa/@43.718761,10.425854,13z/data=!4m8!4m7!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x12d591c40f6bbed7:0xf9423dd23c658a8b!2m2!1d10.42254!2d43.720228?hl=en
http://maps.google.it/maps/ms?hl=it&ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=101231129718739149438.000464229b93aa5093927&t=h&z=14
http://maps.google.it/maps/ms?hl=it&ie=UTF8&msa=0&msid=101231129718739149438.000464229b93aa5093927&t=h&z=14
http://en.residence.unipi.it/home_en/
http://www.pisa-airport.com/index.php?lang=_en
http://www.pisa-airport.com/index.php?lang=_en
http://www.pisa-airport.com/en/the-passengers/transport/people-mover.html
http://www.ferroviedellostato.it/homepage_en.html
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The railway station is approximately 5 km from CNR Area. To reach CNR you can take bus LAM Verde (L/V) 

getting off at the stop VOLPI-CNR, beside the CNR Area, or Pratale/Parcheggio (both five minutes walking). 

Tickets are on sale outside the railway station. Bus tickets can be purchased on the bus (2 euros), at the 

railway station or at some shops as bars or newspaper kiosks. Timetable are here 

Taxi service is also available. 

By car 

Pisa is near the intersection of two highways: A12 north-south (Sestri Levante - Livorno) and A11 east-west 

(Pisa - Florence). Information about Italian highways can be found here 

From motorway A12 (green signs) Exit Pisa centro, then follow the high way (blue signs) to Florence up to 

the Exit Pisa Nord Est and follow the road signs to the Area CNR, about 10 min. from the motor way exit. 

You can plan your route using Google maps. Parking is available only on request: please inform the 

conference organization. 

By city bus 

To reach CNR you can take bus LAM Verde (L/V) getting off at the stop VOLPI-CNR, beside the CNR Area, 

or Pratale/Parcheggio (both five minutes walking). Tickets are on sale outside the railway station. Bus tickets 

can be purchased on the bus (2 euros), at the railway station or at some shops as bars or newspaper kiosks. 

Timetable are here 

http://www.pisa.cttnord.it/Linee_e_Orari/Linee_Urbane_Pisa/L/133
http://www.autostrade.it/en/index.html
http://maps.google.com/maps?f=d&source=s_d&saddr=&daddr=via+Moruzzi+1+Pisa&geocode=FSQemwIdDAmfACnXvmsPxJHVEjGLimU80j1C-Q&hl=en&mra=ls&sll=43.730422,10.408516&sspn=0.166217,0.207367&ie=UTF8&ll=43.718761,10.425854&spn=0.083125,0.103683&z=13
http://www.pisa.cttnord.it/Linee_e_Orari/Linee_Urbane_Pisa/L/133

